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Born has. expressed the view thut it is anlikely that

the properties af tha uitimate particles of natter can be as-

sociated with properties ıf the while universe. Zorn's view

seems to ne to be fundamentally uistuken: according to Mach’:

principle, the very existence of inertial wuss is a consequenc

of the relation of ths particle con: idered to the general dist:

bution of datter-in-motion-in:the universe = a single particle

alone in space wouid havs no-inertiual mass, Further, the laws

of dynamics, in particular the equation of motion of a Price

‘particle, are à censequence of this relationship. Lastly laws

of éymani @can only be stated in terms of frames of reference,

and such frames can. only ve defined in termsof the other

bodies in the universe, 3ince.the notion of inértial mass en-

ters intc all discussions .of the inteructions between elemen-

tury particles, it i. clear that the relation of any given

Particle to the reut of the universe curinot be ignored in such

discussions, The fact thatà particle may de of smull mass

compared with mol.r bodies is irrelevent in this connection:

the importunt point is that it has a mass at all, In ordinary

discussions, the origin of this mascnumber is left out of

+ 8 00111217 و but in ú fundamental analysis it should be explicitly

present, astronowical observations 11010018 the existence of a

natur:l st. te of motion which may be cslled "rest" at every

locality in the universe, contrary tothe'.ssumptions of
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and
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DOSTALE—1) Recent comaunic-tion to Nature, and Proc, Roy,Soc, ,165A,
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non-cosmolosiecsi rel:tivity, This st. te of "rest" uffords a

natural reference-system in euch locality. Since the meusure

of inerti.1 miss depends on the observer chosen (who ussigns

a velocity to the particle)’ the nutur_l messure of "rest-nuss"

is: the inertiul wèss when the particle is at peut relativeto

un observer coinciding in motion with the wean motion of the

mutter in hid'vicinity; such observers are called "fundamental

observers" in kKinem:tic cosczology,

The description of the relutive motion of such funda-

 

mental observers depends on the sc:l3 oftime they zdopt - the

mode in which they er.ónte thuirclocks, Different arbitrary

ways in which they er.duate theirtemporal experiences will

correspond to different descrip tions of such relative motions,

In a recent paper (Zeitschrift für Astrophysik, 15, 263,138)

written jointly with G.T Whitrow, «li possible monotonie

graduations of temporal experience of any one observer have

been considered, and the conditions found under which other

fundamentul observers dan greduats their clocks so as to be

"congruent" to the arbitre nil erudu: ted clock of the given

observer. This sets a TEO on th: “motions”of the

other observers, When thega motions are .ssessed by the times

of transmission of to-and-fro light Signals as reckoned on

the urbitrzrily graduated clock, it appears that if two ob-

Servers ure given congrhent clocks, the ipparent motion by

these clocks of a third observer, necossary toenable him to

possess a clock «lso corernent, is not completely restricted;
is

but when three observers possess congruent clocks, the mo-

 

tions of all other observers posgessing.cleeks-cre completely

restricted, For example, if the three. obsurvers deet:



themselves in uniform relative motion with respect tothese,
: fui я 0 a Ни :

sui Kovsover ri coineide wit on: another at sou. de initPE)
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‘spoch, convsбич named t = 0. again, if. tarse m
n| ach00531

Pi rel: ivalyE (is de th: lisht-tim differences

botwean them are const. nts, me-sured On their congruent clocks

ail other observars .r. relatively stationary Judzed by their

clocks, Such sots cf onsrusent-clocks-possessing obsarverc are

8411301 equivulences, Tf tha possibility of congruent tims-Keop-

ing is au property of th: universe us xa whole, its fundamental

obs¿rvere must Port Such an cquiv.lénce, Any equivalence can be

convertsd into «ny other équiveisneeoippropri: te ге-стайца-

tion of clocks ty one aná the same ‘Раиса сия connection

(т.) tucan the two modes of gradu.tion, The question1م

ariscs us to whit mode of clock-gr:dustion the "uniform time"

of physics ‚nd ral:tivity corresponds,

Tu answer this question, comparison must be made be-

twsen the empirical Laws of dynamics {classical or relativ-
ee ve 1

\istic] und the dynumics which holds good in ©“ equivulence,

This question by itself hos no mainine. for =n equivsience doesés : >}

Anot dofine a distribution of observers, but only thsir types o:

rel-tive motion. The simplest "nd natur.liy first distribution

to consider isa ani form ons. is one in which the description

of the distribution by each observer. is the sams, An equi-

valence is an “bstruet kinematio entity, and a substratum, or

  

squiv.bnes of anifore distribution, is another abstract kine-

atic entity, whose properties should be de-ducible from its

defini tion only, which hits nothing te do with what msY Or may
Is

not exist in nuturs, bus is of Hg same ch.racter as an abstrac:

geome trical defini tion, When the oink od of clock-gr:dustion is



is such that the équivalence is in uniform relative motion

(calicd the t-50: ls of gr::duation) it appeure thut the motion

of a free parvicle can be completely deduced without tho need

ef reference to "constants", whi ch ге therefore irrelevant,

The. oquutdonior motion so deduced' cun be interrrotad: ás

yielding the «ccelsration of the free p.rticle 13 due to the

presence: of1 the fundament.1l purticlss., It differs -on-

plst¿iy fromthe equation of motion of cl:ssic.l mechanics,

But when the clocks «re re-gr:duutzd from t to r, where
3 я fo (vy |2fo)+tbo )

te beins «ny const.nt, and ali derived asagures like

velocitiss und «ecelerations are chang-d correspondingly, the

squatior reduces to dv/dr = o, the classical equation, in a
at

hypurbclic Spice whose curvatureis (ct,)”.:

Just as Newton's Mirst Law cf motion can be taken

18 the b.sis of definitions of, force, mowentum, etc:,so a

dynamics cun now be 00115ted either in t or r ~ measure,

etc, The » - dynamics differ: slightly from: Einstein's

dynamics, but when "ist.eos” (reckoned as- above. by light-

time differences) are sms11 с empared with cto. it reduces

to‘Newtonian dynamics for small velocities, ... Without assuming
«

 

.oh's principle, we ineffect establish liach's principle for

a substratum, by deriving the dynawi cs, which aust be obeyed,

purely from the eeLENEWRet

its content of satter-in-uotion, based on the recosnition of

the possibility of grads tingobserve:rs'! tempor.lexperiences,

TheeLpirical evidence for Newtonian dynimics how’

allows us to identify the time-variable of dynamics 38 the

sbove г. .ioreover it constitutes a posteriori evidence for

 



. the. identification of the universe of nature with a substratuz!

an identification which isconfirmed astronomically by the

eircuustance thatin any scule of. time (save the r-scale, in

„which, the substratum is. relatively stationury) u substrutum

exhibits a local expansion and à velo2:ity-distance proportion-

ality, Since ir the r- description there is no recession or

exp..nsion, the observed red shift cannot be, in that descrip-

tion, interpreted as a Dornler shift, whereus it can be fully

so interpreted in the t- sc.le; this shows that the r- scale

appropriate to dynanLics and the laws of motion of m“terial

p «rticles, c.nnotbe appropriate Bo the laws of emission =nd

.bsorption of rudi.tion: an "atomic clock", as used spectro-

scopically, cannot keep the sume time as 2 "dynsmical clock",

(Further evidence,from the reversibility of the classic:l

equutions of motion in dr, io contained in à letter about to

upper in "H,ture"),

The assumption thatthe universe is homogeneous in its

mone exuct temporo-spatial form of the “cosmological principle"

hus beer much wisunderstood, xs soon ‚8 it has been shown that

in a certain context, to wit dynamics, wh…t had previously been

regirded gs ewpirical iaws ofnature are deducible as conse-

quencesof the existence of a temporui experience for each

individual observer, together with =n assumption about theFoye] ; أ

distribution of such observers, the older principle of the

"uniformity ofniture" becomes obsolete; or rather, ever time
‘

everyone 2006158 to the supposed "uniformity of nature" they
0

.re re.ily assumin” the cosmological principle. This takes
  

— о + يتجولتملادمتصمابان ee
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(1) In other words the fact that empirical dynamics is identic-
al with.the abstract drnamics valid for & homogeneous
universe (in r--measurs)is direet-evidence for the
homogeneity of the universe of nature.



aid

кduly into account the ddpendence of tie description of phe-
«

nowen. on the local stunfurd ‘of rect und On t'e us of the uni.

verse (characterized by tg in the re secle and by t'in ny

other seule), und so is more пепега thir the older principie

2 >of the uniformity ni nature, But 11 folicws algo that 1+ the

universe were not Homoereonsin tha sense 6f tH6 cosmologic.l

principle, the laws of phenomen. would vary from place to

pl.ce; for they wouid take . different form in different place:

us deduced as properties ra non-houogeneous distribution of

mitter and so the princirle of the uniformi ty of nature would

not be valid, iS soon as Lt is shown that laws of nature have

the status'of abstract tiheoreus in #éometry or group-theory,

in the sense that they are consequences of what is given (in

 

this cuse observers’ temporal experisnces plus the description

of the field of witter present) v.ri.tions in the dat: should

yield variations in the laws; we £6 babind the laws to the

data (just us w e could go behind empiric=1 geometrical theor-

ers to definitions and axioms), Ît seems Lon- rational to

regard the ozcupuncy of the universe by wötber ss primitive,

since the luws followENE it would be difficuit to

carry out the converse process, and deduce the contents of the

aniverse from a mere statement of DStract laws, Tn the second

case ve should wunt something for ‘the luws to operate on, «nd

we thus have to be given the contents of the universe anyhow;

t
t’

but given these con ante, at least in the case worked out, the

laws themselves Follow, Ti follows algo that we cunnot embroid:

in arbitrary setof lam: ón to, and in addition to, & homogen-

Sous universe; homogeneity implies a set of laws, actually

found true in empirical experience,



Dirac has objected to the derivation of the law of
*

motionof a free particle on the ground that it invelves some

-fori Of dimensional-hynothésis about the nénedécuprénss Ci

"constants of Nature” in tre equation; but the definition of a

substratum contains no reference. tc "constants of ater,

which play no part in the forus of its prop-rtiss. "Constants

of nature". should in their turn be deducitle, as considered by

zddington, or else should be purely conventional numbers,

ixampies of conventional numoers are с; the arbitrary number

by which light-time differences are avbitrari is) donrertes te

"distances", tq; the urbitrary value assigñable to the age of

the universe, and Mo; the arbitrary value ascignable to the

apparent mass of the universe; an example of a derived cone

stant's), , the value of the constant of gravitation on the

r- fcals, which is-equal to Ptfi, In a recent paper I have

attenpted to show that hinvolves t similarly, to' the extent0

that if hy is the value of hat to, В, её t,, then h/t, =
i

h| 1 Similarlyif £,, 2, are tie weasures of electronic
>

chirge, then Co! 1H = ie, Whether h can be suritire

resolved might appear to depend on whether the attribution of

137 to he Jame" их а justifiable,

The procedure outlined above muy be described am an

"arithmetization of physics", since it is based essentially

on setting up a correl-tioh between the ordered events in an

observer's experience with the. continuum ‘of realnumbers,

“hen this. has been set up, if a signal leuves the observer at

time t, by hi: clock so graduat-d und: returns, "reflected",

at time tz, in a ceptaih direction, hc attributes this to

the presence of something to which -he.assigns an "epoch at a



distance" IEA and a "distance Ch BayUE
¿

where (С is un arbitrary number adopted by =11 the numbers

of un equivalence, There is no "uncertainty" in these us-.

sienuents, once $, andtz have buen recorded; all "uncer-.

tainty" is crowäad into the "uncertainty" with which the

sending of the flash und the observation of ths return flash

impinge on his consciousness. Thus all uncertainty is concen-

trated into the structure of light flashes, and until these

come to bs discussed, i.e. until radiation processes are

relevant there are no "unesrtainties" at ail. Хх velocity is

‘then defined us meaning de/at and is again definite if t
X

ind tz and all repstitions of the observations are taken as

 

dufinite, Iin this way we build up equations in which every -

ушной has an imüediate interpretation in terns of observa-

tion, This distinguishes the prccedure Prd, say, wave-

wechanics, where Y is not directly given a rational arith-

motical definition, Again, once two observutions By and ts

have been made, sufficient to determine an "upoch at a dis-

tance", use of the indefinable "rigid length-measure" becomes

cite | - Г.Н +t)redundant: from t, and tz "e cunnot only construct 2 محا"و 7
1 ب

but the difference Ге “+4, and to employ some independent
i
:

and ill-defined (actually indefinuble) othermeasure to assess

whut are called spatial 5Spirahi ous is to luren away data al-

ready obtained, Thus any "distance" in th: formulae has un

imudiste meaning in terms of potential observations. This

appliss to all assignments of distance, small or large,

again quantities like energy and .apgulur momentum are

not to be taken as things with which we h.ve immediate ac-

qu:intance, Thus an angular uomentum means always a sumiuation

 



of y3etors like tri) A dre] nd haz no ucarning until M,f
Й ٠ т

‚na dr /dt re spaecifi.d; the angular mouentna of an ¿lectron

Tor example, has in this dev:lopment no mecning unless the

cisigctron cur be rsealvad into parte of itdetsrainate M,

ns drf dl ..It is iiissitin.te to trust ancular momentun us

an entity sc to e: y existing in ids own right; 1% if a

onstruct, Sicilarly ادعم :1w.ys ue.ne the «ccuulation of

 

mechanical work, defincd.in tores of © force acting on a p.rti-

cle in motion rel-tivs:.té the loc.l st:nd.rd cf rest, Further

conservation of these q1:ntiti-=5 c.rmo$ be waured, for that

 

would be 4%, опсе to retarn to un eupiric:! b-cis: it uust be

denonstr. ted freu thegquution of wotion in wich case, or its

behaviour found,

I huvs ttenpted to „ike progress with these ideas in

rudimentury 181331 in the Jog in ot nuclsur physics, that is

to say, in thu dow: in -of the ‘inturction of Shared particles

t highrglutive velocities, "hou-h the results ‚re fan from

fully worked out, und theush7au meluctunt to state what must

-Ppesr to m:thzsmatioyl physicists aa. vary <ruds mode of

„prmoach, I will rick.givins' : b,id 'et-tement of some of the

results,

Ly rccent r:pers:on the electromucnetic Fila aag be

wrong in their discussion of m:-netic fields in generai, in

virtus of tt, curious uppearance of the velocity of the teste

ch.rge, thourh T hsvs boesn unidls 4H ‘remove this feature, But

the natural Apr=arance of à f.ctor 1/2..in wignetic effects seen

suggestive, ard links. itself: with earlier work by L.H, Thomas,

®%

= _en

Anyhow, my & nation for the megnetic effect on an electron

„oving ir theTia of. nucleus, in. t-. ueasure, seems tóbe
an eg NA
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correct, «nd runs a follow: in the stundurd notation : - 8
0 j , ,

1
y

; 0 , أ i $e. ١ 2 uyEa ا A ال a. Py FF PAN |mild LY bon mld gd | Dr AL LATd уе 0
whine ee tres ميلا A ох y TA ¡E A 3 : - rues

vi dt À Yi ! X ‘ : to y = | | у

Here ©, is the charge ¿t the nuclsus, 7 :t which the obssrver-
q

origin is tuken, so th.t form, 1атле, the nucleus m y be taken
‘4 у .

es € 4 1 ’ ve a £' r ? 9 - mM .as at local pest; €. is the ch.rge on the Glectron, ! 10 the

position vector cf the electron, V its velocity relative to €t

all in te measure. The first term on ths rieght-haind side repre-

sents the full of the whole universe on the moving particle;

(it disuppzars identi%illy if we go over to the 7 -scale). The

E = > 4 ETE у $ 7 :tera in PAP represents the Coulomb force, the term in

|L
dus to its finding itself, opp.rently, in s magnetic field due

Pay) viz? لا EN CR |AVIAN LIT. She forcs on the moving electron

to its own wotion,

In the ubssnce of the wen tic term, this squation

(reduced to “{ - muwsurs) gives conservation of energy and

angular wowmzntum, But the f2ct that the magnetic term has

precisely the 100ус form only in t- messure t:.kus + diffor-

 

snes when we go buck to - ms:sure, This is most o.cily

visu-lised by thinkin”of ". circular orbit, If we hid a

circul.r orbit in t- ususure, PV would be few, the force

due to the magnetic field would db. directsd long -and

would nave no moment about € und so no effect on angular

momentum, ut whit we <etw liy moun by 2: ‘circulair orbit is

ons .ciroui:r in T-mé.5ure, and this is : spiral in t. mesure;

 

у , i N £2 Ye 2 > ٠ + - -consequantly [VY =i), ¡ind tho fore, hus u component along |,

causing. ch:fgos in .nevul.r uw mentum, This is important when

 

 

EA ; x o" ol ut ‘

| Vi is nsar C, Hence the fund:ment.1 importance, for a

 

relativistic treutuent, of distinguishine between t= and
°°LAS
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ге 30108, Classical methods هع quite in dean ts to tell us

what is ins corrsct rei. tivistic can tion in either scale, and

+hence tha prons Y enterito to 186 ugt bs derivon by mor: peace.

ful m¿thods of th: kind her: us sa,

IS is possible, with some «n-ivsis, to fini two intse-

motion of the -bov: equation in t- Bonsure, thon to

tr:hsfora thuz to r- ms sur ‚nà tin.lly rujset بلل у

small terms in |fF! 1 ا Pi "جوعنوهت15ل mousure

S length Y, wherc Ш [ЗП ‚ж Takine رقمكا the

integrals ars found without further Prroxin: tion to t.Ks the

se. lar forms, in r- mensura, ض

wi
- ne = 7 La . » E

; \ 1# a, 1%. | 8 ; ;
а \

{1-1Het |
“lB ify : 1 e rea Y NEL yes \TY Li - E

ب A < { PA

3 : x x L i i ¢ \ , } 7

(1| . ar ! É } : : ; UN " 5

whers с dunotss the oxponentici ues; W and A are constants

of integrution,

: E Eje
It is ut onc: asien th ة wher Y AC Ге, ths constants

NV andá «rs cvqual to the unsrae nd ‚mular momentum respec-

tively, us dofin.d dyn:wic.lly, But when y is comp-rable with

jme” , th. âyrauicil quantitiss onsrty and ansulir moncn-

tua, nauly

EA a ка, чз ее

КЛAR

  

ars no lonzer constints, Conservation ofenergy and ansular

momentum no Joncar hola, Tn tho dorivs tionitis has been

„gSumed abeut #hc "elassıcol radius of EPS zut we

havo here an example of considere tions brought forv.rd by

Bohr,mmaly didtn.classdorl integr.1e hold. good ندعيمظلوم ст

when thé sep-r.tion er th. particl=>:-is. lerge compared with
“+



: e 2 - 1: )the cl.ssic.1l r.-dius of the alisotron, 2 fins + Un

À grsat auny applications ofthus: intceralsmaybe

mido, In th: first place WS ву ena datado ths «PD rent

forcu b:twssn ths particlus which would hate been found from

the orbita if non-r.l:tivistic dyn:ni es hd bosn assameds

thut is to say, the force which, us classical dynamics,3

173 the sams ortit, This comss out to bs in “nrerent at-

traction «у
wf er 4 2L 16 me A € [me و ng

С : | Fis: Ww \ с Я Г_ 4 | \ 4 Mm 1 J 7. + y
na ( 4)Y É I UL.

A $ e. e AThis reduces to un inverssc squire forcs طور y e [mes

and à rapidly incrsusing attraction whon ¥ is comparable
er Dep at j en PARTO awith e [me + (It should be mentioned thrt the actual

attraction, as defined by 3 proper relativistic treatment,

is un exuCt.invsorss squirs luw down to ll distances, the

electron being just u 'sinfulerity), For two elcctrons
у v A . :(2,€,=+€ ) uccoeunt might h:vs to bs tuken of thuir

motion relative to their m.ss-cuntre, bat it is clear

that the corresponding expression will be of the forn
- a - a. Wha te a1. | Way =e ¡Mr e te i !

ملبود | + 7 4
yv 2 - fron i : 4

this being a repulsion, It will be seen that the repulsion

a tt 4
is of inverse square fórm up to and couparuble withe jme ,

thereof following un exponential increase, It may be re-

peuted that no speci: 1.:dsumptionsfe been wade in de-

rivin: these formulae: the electron igpure sinzalarity,

but i% is found to beheve under rel ivistic dynamics, re-

cisely like a very inpenetr.ble sphore of radius of the
SS

(1) In the present theory the equ.tion of motion should be

‚exact; no requirezent exists for « term representing

the "clussic.l rate of radiation",



ei 8

order of € [mt in its interaction with a single other elec-

tron,

Another applicetion of (5)
‘
and (3) is the determinatior

у : 3 ne | o , , у ‘ „м 2 0 4 x 2

: + tiu Ja: is/d- yof circular ordits. Putting V=.Id7ax1 +1 ds, 7.5 and

eliminating daldı, was find for the equation #iving the

«psidal distances, ;
Xfi, WY tet AL $ | 4 بح - >x —

{|| يم 1 tr : w J X -

where ej Ne."
Te ARE een2 =

y neFic

nG the angular wonentu A his been quantised by writing
+1

: A ash ft ‚ 43 in the clewentzry orbital theory

of Bohr-Sommerield, Circular orbits occur when this equa -

tien (5) hus two equ.1 roots, i,e, whe
5 Lo

„ A 4 a: ¿MlClem ane (6)
ا

>

Equitions (5) «nd (6) constitute . p.ir of equations for

x Big, the effective size of the circul r orbit, спа

the correspondin.: value of the const.nt w, Tliminatine W,

we get th:t M, is a root o ra
Tu Фи ОН = . EE im

8” in | ERA ; f )
+ "po km... \

: = Î le À < } д . 7

X Ce
١

The remarkable point stout this equation is that

1% hus just two roots, Sines it is smll, one of these

is in the neighbourhood of J ~ 2., the other in the

neighbourhcod of J(~~ 9 , The first root is
"E T a 414

X = > I= *ias a, = LE

ne : te et, M. и 4 Thre t )

ind Lives the radii of the circul:r Bohr orbits for

hydrogen, The other root is

ебет De à
NN бой = — 21 H (NA in = 8

Ho Tome? (as aب7
nr*
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mThis should give the radius of the circular orbits correspond-

ing to ths different excited stutes of ths neutron, Since it

 

is small, for all values of N these radii «re all closely
; + 8 i a

нео i © : ее, 0 :bunchgd round Yv- mit + 80 that 11 possible excited circu-
L n

lar states of the neutron have about the same radius, These

are no neutron orbits other than circula” ones,

Further consideration shows thet whilst the Bohr

orbits ure stable, the neutron orbits ire unstzl le, Aguin,

whilst for the Bohr circular orbits the energy E at any point,

is approximately equ.l to the constant of integrstion N, the

values of‘ snergy E and constant of intesration 7 for the sug-

gested neutron are essentially different; we find in fact

approximately

, у 1 ond \. AA

Wa bm (25 eT 0) عض met fal: A):
cd к À.

Here E is the uctual energy in the neutron state, and is

negative; " is the positive energy which the electron from

the unstable neutron state (when "ionised" by its own in-

stability) would have ut infinity, 68 see that a negative

energy in the actual unstable stute (i.e. an meroy of

binding) is compatible with a positive enerey for the ex-

pelled electron,

The totality of orbits of all kinds may be classi-

fied according to the values of n and W, For. a certain nega-

tivo ranas of Y extending from zero, wa set the Tohr orbits,

rer Se YW LAa
me х |

we get orbits which tryto penetrate us fur as the neutron's

circular croit, spendin: a lon: tige near this but eventually

returning, The critical ons spiruls into the circular orbit
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asyuptoticaliy, For still higher valuen of 7 the slectron

penetrates this region of an app:rent "potential burrier" aná

then falls into the nucleus, (Tor large ner,tive values of

the clectron is insxtricabiyv wix-d up “itr the nucleus, )

I do not press tha detail. ef these c.loul.tions. The

Laportant point is that in this Tisid, all cur ordinary dynani-

cal intuitions and phragecle.y зто о? по usas; Ones enerzy und

anguizr domsntum sre not conservad, 1% is misieading to speak

of them us if they were defirite «ntities; instead, we must

empioy the actusl constants or interr.tion, It will be seen the
1 | | . : athis dyn.mics offsrs hope ofremoving the "constrvation of en-

ergy" difficulties associated with,“ particles, for in the
; : ; 7 LSnuclear region where Y Y € /inc

(1)m:tely conserved ‚ It is worthy of note that the existence

>, energyis not even approxi-

Of what may ve c.lled a "potuntisl tarrier" is not postulated,

It vuerges of itself from the rei«tivirtic dynamics without

Spucial assumptions,

The above lay be criticisod «us ignoring waveemechani с,

the uncert:inty principle, elsctron-spin, ete, But it is clear

th:t thereshould uxist some elzsnent..ry treutuent on the sane

footing …s Zohr's original orbit-theory, TInable to present

“=Ve-kischanics, zluctron-spin ete, rutionally to mysell, T have

n:d to :tteupt to underst:ni u:ttors in wy own w.y; the result

iS « partial, but to me sutisfyin-, reconstraction of certuin

es

(4.

  

—_————

pee
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bess

(The trajectri:s of el=ctrons leaving a nucleus + Ze
C:n be analyse :d ss tho foregoin: enterinz ones),
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portions of physics on a rational basis, + reconstriction

to which e.ch equ:tion is a proposition with … content.
+

U = >
.

E
5

© I J К p
=

D a
n

0 5

NCTE, It seems to ue inescapabls that the

 

radiation is different from the time scale of dynamics (by
da ias 4 9 e1 part in 2x 10 ‘per year at prssent). If this is 50, a

satisfying treatment mf rudiätinn as arising from mechani-

cal interactions wust distineuish between the t- and r- scales
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(1)
A POSSIBL: ODE CP APPRCACH TO NUGL247 DYNANICS

Oe

by Æ.A, MILNT

——

  

Born has expressed the view that it is unlikely that

the properties of the ultimate particles of matter can be as-

Godin with properties »X the whale universe, Zorn's view

seems to me to be fundamenta lly nistaken;: according to 118 طن

principle, the very existence of inertial mass is a consequence

of the relation of. the’ particle con:idered to the general distr

bution of matter-in-motion in the universe - a single particle

atera in space would have no inertial mass, further, the laws

of dynamics, in particular the equation of motion of a free

particle, are a consequence of this relationship. Lastly laws

of dynamics can only be stated in terms of frames pf reference,

and such frames can only oe defined in terms of the othen

bodies in the universe, Since the notion of inertigl mass en-

ters into all discussions of the interactions between elemen-

tary particles, it is clear that the relation of any given

Particle to the rest of the universe cunnot be ignored in such

digcussions, The fact that a particle may be of small mass

compared with molur bodies is irrelevent in this connection:

the important point is that it has a mass at all, In ordinary

discussions, the origin of this mass-number is left out of

aecount, but in a fundamental analysis it should be explicitly

present, Astronowical observations indicite the existence of а

natural st.te of motion which may be called"rest" at,every

locality in the universe, contrary to the Lssumptions of

(1)+/ Recent comaunic:tion to Nature, and Proc, Roy,Soc, ,165A,251; 1558,



non-cosmolosicul relitivity, This st. te of "rest" uffords a

natural reference-systemin euch. locality..Since the mexusure

of inerti.l mass depends on the observer chosen (who ussigns

à velocity to the particle) the natural measure of "rest-nuss"

is the In mess when the particle 1s at rest relative to

an observer coinciding in motion With the Lean motion of the

matter in his vieinity: Such 0bservers are called "fundamental

observers” in kinemutic cosmology,

The description of the relative motion of such funda-

 

mental observers depends on the scale of time they adopt - the

mode in which they gradn.te their clocks, Different arbitrary

Ways in Which they graduate their temporal experieneeswill

correspond to different descrip tions of such relative motions,

In à recent paper (Zeitschrift fur 1e bronches 15, 263,138)

written jointly with G,J,Whitrow, all possible monotonie

graduations of ‘temporal expenience of any one observer have

been considered, and the conditions found under which other

fundamental observers can graduate their clocks. so as to be

"congruent" to the arbitranile gradu-ted clock of the given

observer, This sets a restriction on the "motions" of the

other observers, When these motions are ..ssessed ‚by the times

of transmission of to-and-fro light Signals as reckoned on

the arbitrarily graduated clock, it appears that if two ob-

Servers äre givencongruent clocks, the apparent motion by

these clocks of a third observer, necessary to enable,him to

possess a clock also congruent » 1s not coupletely restricted;

but when three observers possess congruent clocks, the mo-

 

tions of all other observers possessing clocks are completely

restricted,ERNE



themselves in uniform relative motion with respect to these,

ani Loreover ‚ll coincide with one another at som . d.finite

cepoch, conveniently named t = 0, Again, if thr:y such observers

ra rel=.ively station:ry (i.s, if tha lishkht-tim. differences

b-tween them are const.nts, me-sured on their congruent clocks)

all other ebuervars ars relatively stationary Judzed by their

sleek, Such sets. of لعادل1هدام observers are

called equivulences, If the possibility of congruent time-keep-

ing is a property of th: universe as s whole, its fundamental

observers must form such an shuivalants. Any equivalence can be

converted into any other equivalence by “ppropriite re-cradua-

tion of clocks by one and the same functional connection

T, = f (T,) between the two modes of graduation. The question
ب

arises as to what mode of sloclk-gredda Ton the "uniform tims"

of physics und relutivi ty corresponds,

Tu answer this question, comparison must be made be-

tween the empirical Laws of dynamics (classical or relativ- ..

istic) und the dynumics which holds good in :n equivalence,

This question by itself hus no mening, for an equivalence does

not define a distribution of observers, but only their types of

reltive motion, The simplest “nd naturally first distribution

 

to consider is a uniform one, i,u, one in which the description

of the distribution by each observer is the sims, An equi-

  

valence is an abstract kKinematic entity, and a substratum, or

equivabnee of uniform distribution, is another abstract kine-

matic entity, whose properties should be deducible from its

defini tion enly, which h:s nothing to do with what may or may

not exist in nature, but is of the same ch:racter us an abstrac'

geometrical definition, When the choice of clock-gzrzduation is



is such that „the equivalence is in uniform relative motion

{estivd the t-seule of graduation) it appeurs that the motion

of a free particle can be completely deduced without the need

of reference to "constante", which are therefore irrelevunt,

The equitionof motion so. deduced e.nbe interprettd as

yielding the «cceleration of.the frec purticle as due tothe

presences of 411 the ‘fundamental particles, It differs com-

pls tuly from the equation of motion of claS9icul mechanics,

But when the decks are re-gr:duutaed from t tor, where

+ - bo до, [Е (6) +6
to beins any const.nt, and all derived measures like:

velocities and -ecelerations are changed correspondingly, the

equation reduces, to dv/dr= о, the classical equation, ina

hypurbolic space whose curvature is (ско)^^.

Just as Newton's First Law of motion can be taken

48 the b.sis of definitions of force, momentum, etè., so a

dynamics cin now be constructed either in t or r - measure,

etc. The r - dynamics differs slightly from Einstein's

dynamics, but when "distances" (reckoned as „bove by light-

time differences) are small compared with cto, it reduces

to Newtonian ayas far small velocities, Withoutassuming

 

iiuch's principle, we. in sitent GeaA Mach? s principle for

a substratum, by deriving the dynamos Which must be obeyed,
f

purely from the Зенаетой, of. a, substratun by a description of
+

its content of matter-in-motiop,, based on. the recognition of
*

the possibility of gradu.tingobservers. temporal. experiences,

The aies cat evidence for Newtoni an dyn.gics NOW

allows us to identity the time-“Varia1016of dvriamics as the
a .

cbove г. lioreover 7 constitutes a. posteriorievidence. for



‚the identification of the universe of nature with a substratux!

an identification which is confirmed astronomically by the

circuustance that in any seule of time (save the r-scale, in

which the substratum is relatively stationary) à substrutum

exhibits a local expansion and a velecity-distance proportion-

ality. Since in: the r- description there is no recession or

exp..nsion, the observed red shift cannot be, in that descrip-

tion, interpreted as a Doppler shift, whereas it can be fully

so interpreted in the t- sc.le; this shows that the r- scale

appropriate to dynamics and the laws of motion of material

p :rticles, c.nnot be appropriate to the laws of emission “nd

.bsorption of rudi.tion: an "utomic clock", as used spectro-

scopically, cannot keep the same time as a "dynamical clock".

(Further evidence, from-the reversibility of the classical

equations of motion in dr, is contained in u letter about to

appear in "Mature"),

The assumption th:t the universe is homogeneous in its

more exuct temporo-spatial form of the "cosmological principle"

has been much misunderstood, +s soon us it has been shown that

in a certain context, to wit dynamics, whut had previously been

regirded gs empirical laws of nature are deducible as conse-

quences of the existence of 3 temporui experience for each

individual observer, together with =n «ssumption about the

distribution of such observers, the older principle of the

"uniformity of niture" becomes obsolete; or rather, ever time

everyone appels to the snpposed "uniformity of nature" they

„re reaily assumins the cosmological principle. This takes

  

 

 
va. sc دسم ne ee اساسا ке — oa

(1) In other words the fact that empirical dynamics is identic-
al with. the abstract d:namics valid for a homogeneous
universe (in r- measure) is direct evidence for the
homogeneity of the universe of nature.



duly into account the dependence of ‘the description of phe-

nomena. on the local standard of rest und on the ce of the uni-

verse (characterised by to in the re scale and by $ in ny

other scale), und so is’ more general th.n the older principle

of the uniformity nf rutu~e. But it follows also thit if the

universe were not: homogeneous “in the sense of the cosmological

principle, the luws' of phenomen. would vary from place to

pl«ce; for they would take : different form in different place:

‚as deduced as properties cf a non-homogeneous distribution ofm

Ritter and so the principle of the uniformity of nature wouli

not be valid, is soon as it is shown that laws of nature have

the status of abstract theoreus ‘in zeometry or group-theory,

in the sense that they are consequences of what is given (in

 

this case observers! temporal experisnces plus the description

of the field of matter present) viriutions in the dat: should

yield variations in the laws; we mo behind the laws to the

dstu (just as we could zo behind empirical geometrical theor-

sms to definitions and axioms), It seems nore rational to

regard the occupuncy of the universe by watter دق primitive,

since the laws follow theréfrom,' for it would be difficult to

carry out. the converse process, and deduce the contents of the

universe from a mere statement of ibstruct laws, Tn the second

case ve ‘should wunt something for the laws to operate on, .nd

we thus have to be given the contents of the universe anyhow;

but given these contents, it least in the case worked out, the

l.ws themselves follow, Tt follows also that we cunnot embroide
“n arbitrary set of laws on to, and in addition to, a homosen-

sous universe; homogeneity implies a set of laws, actually

found true in empirical experience,



Dirac has objected to the derivation of the law of

motion of à free particle on the ground that it involves some

form of dimensional-hypothesis about the nonwoccurrence of

"constants of nature" in the equation; but the definition of a

substratum contains no.referencc to "constants of nature",

which play no part in the forms of its properties, "Constants

of nature" should in their turn be deducible, as considered by

zddington, or else should be purely conventional numbers,

Ixamples of conventional numbers are c, the arbitrary number

by which light-time differences are arbitrarily converted to

"distances", to, the arbitrary value assignable to the age of

the universe, and Мо the arbitrary value assignable to the

apparent mass of the universe; an example of a derived cone

stant's}, ‚ the vaiue-of:the-constant of eravitation on the

r- scale, which is equal to 0Eg Ina recent paper I have

attempted to show that hinvolves by similarly, to the extent

that if hy is the value of h at tg, h, at ty, then h/t, =

1 3 Similarly if £,,% are the .easures of electronic

charge, then eo" [to = Er je i whether: h can be further

resolved might appear to depend on whether the attribution of

137 to he [ame is justifiable,

The procedure outlined above may be described am an

"urithmetization of physics", since it is based essentially

on setting up a correl tion between the ordered events in an

observer's experience with the continuum of real numbers,

"hen this his been set up, if a signal leaves the observer at

time t, by his clock so graduated und returns, "reflected",

at time tz, in a certain direction, he attributes this to

the présence of something to which he assigns an "epoch at a



| | 3
distance" fod dda E and a "distance х^- : (|- 1

where C is an arbitrary numver adopted by all the nuebers

of an equivalehce, There is no "uncertainty" in these as-

Signuents, once t, and tz have been recorded; all "uncer-

tainty™ is crowded into the "uncertainty™ with which the

sending of the flash and the observation of ths return flash

impinge on his consciousness, Thus all uncer ainty is concen-

trated into the structure of light flashes, and until these

come to ba discussed, i.e. until radiation processes are

relevant there are no "ancsriaintiesY at all, A velocity is

  

then defined as mesning dx [dt and is again dofinite if ty

and tz and all repstitions of the observations ‘are taken as

dofinite, Inthis way we build up equations in whi ch every

Symbol has an immediate interpretation in terns of “observa-

tion, This distinguishes the procedure from, say, wave-

mechanics, where У is not directly given u rational arith-

metical definition, Again, once two observations ty and tz

have been made, sufficient to determine an "epoch at a dis-

tance", use of the indefinable "rigid length-measure™ becomes
&

3 ve cannot only construct b= L(G)

-t), and to employ some independent

redundant: from t. and +

[
“3

ually indefinable) other measure to assess

+but the differenc

ا
ه
م

+
and ill-defined (ac

what are called spatial separations is to throw away data al-

ready obtained, Thus any "distance" in the formulae has an

imacdiate meaning in terms of potential observations. This

aprligs to all assignments of distance, small or large,

Again duantities like energy and angular momentum are

not to be taken as things with which we h.ve immediate ac-

quzintance, Thus an angular momentum means always a summation
ee



of vectors ‘like jv A dejee) ind has no meaning until M ,f

nd dr [at are specificd; the angular momentum ofan electron,

tor example, has in this dev:lopment no meoning alone the

slectron cun be resolved into parts of determinate Mm, I

„nà drjdl … It is illegitim.te to treat angular momentum us

an entity so to sy existing in its own right; it is =

construct, Similarly snsrgy :1w.ys wue-.ns the uccumulation of

mechanical work, ‘defined in terms of … force acting on a p.rti-

cle in motion rel:tìvs to the local st:nd:rd of rest. Further,

conservution of these qusntitiss c.nnot be ussured, for that
يسمح

 

would be at once. to retirn to un eupirical basis; it wust be

demonstrated fror the equation of wotion in wich case, or its

behuviour found, - Fah pt

s with’ these ideas in©I have «ttempted to wake procre

rudimentary fashion:in the dom«in of nuclear physics, that is

to say, in the don.in of the intsroction of churged particles

-t high relative velocities, Though the results are far from

fully worked out, und though 7 aw reluctant to state what must

+ippear to mathematical physicists us @ very crude mode of

«approach, I will risk giving . bold et.tement of some of the

results. 1

Ly recent p-pers on the electromagnetic field may be

wrong in their discussion of magnetic fields in general, in

virtue of th; curious .ppeirance of the velocity of the test-

charge, thoucsh T hive been unible to remove this feature, But

the natural appeirance of a f:ctor 1/2 in magnetic effects seen

Sugeestive, and. links itself with earlier work by 1,H, Thomas,

Anyhow, my equation for the magnetic effect on an electron

moving in the field of «. nucleus, in $t- measire, seems to be



- 10 =

correct; and runs as follows in the standurd notation >
7
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Here €, is the charge <t the nucleus, Ü :t which the obssrver-
هب

origin is .takeh; so that Tor Mm, “large, the micleus may be taken

E 7 . ' 8 : > eas at local rest; €, is the churge on’ the electron, ! is the
بس

position vector of the electron, V its velocity ralutive to Q

all in t# measure. The first term on the right-hind side repre-

sente the full of the whole universe on the moving particle;

(it disappears identicully if we go over to the Y-scale), The
>

term in P/IP| represents the Coulomb force, the term in

مسلم١ the | force on the moving electron

due to its finding itself, app.rently, in a magnetic field due

to its own motion.

rn the absence of the uwignc tic term, this equation

(reduced to { - mesure) gives: bonservation of energy and

angular momentum, But the fact that the magnetic term has

precisely the above form only in t- measure makes 4 differ-

snes when we go back to 't- measure, This is most o:sily

visu-lised by thinking of : circular orbit, If we had a

circul.r orbit in t- wiusure, PV would be few, the force
a

due to the magnetic: field would bs directed long - 8

would have no moment: «bout O and so no effect on angular

momentum, ¿ut wh:t we «ctu-liy msän by «a circular orbit is

one circular in - mexsúre, «nd this is = spiral in t- 'me;sure;

conseguently REO; and the force hus a component along ",

causing changes in .noulir umontum, This is important when

EL is near’ Ç , Hence the fundument:l importance, for a

relativistic treatment,” of distinguishing betwsen ts and



r- scules. Classical methods ur: quite in.dequ-tu to tell us

 

what is the correct rel.tivistic cqu:tion in either scale, and

hence the proper equation to use wust be derived by mors peace-

ful m.thods of ths kind hers us-d 7اخ©

It is possible, with some …n:lysis, to find two intos-b
e К

rals of motion of the +bov: ¿quation in t- measure, then to

transform thom to r- meisur and fTin-lly reject .11 cosmically

- . PE у i a [2 | asmall terms in IF! ,.: ,+ Lengths Ir boc pe in r- measure

la length Y, where |! Pl = 41 thely TKing او > UN y
CX . э 4

4

integrals are found without furthsr cpproxim:tion to take the

sc:lar forms, in r- measure,
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Y 2 ٠

wherc ©, denotes the sxponsnticl Buse; Y und A arc constants

of integration,

: : a 2 Fern e
It is at once seen th t when Y M£:/McC , the constants

!

W und A are vqual: to the energy ind «ncular momentunm respec

tively, us dcfinsd dynamiczlly, But when Y is comp-rable with

7 ! LL $ | ; я :

e / me ‚ th. dynauic.l guantitiss energy and angular momen-

+

tua, Namciy

3 L

ac + pb TUN dear

one = = an а. me = Е orde
; Tere / Аи{rw ie) Y {/ TfL Ben

  

его no longer constants,‘ Conservation of energy and angular` t>

 

momentum no longer hold. In the dorivation, nothing has been

 

assumed „bout the "clussicul radius of the clectron", 3ut we

hsve here an example of ‘considerations brought forward by

Bohr, numsly that th: clascio”l integr.ls hold good exuctly

when the sep-r:tion of th. particles is large compared wi th



е : a AN a 1)
the cl.ssic:l rudius of the vl:ctron, e Ine” +

A great muny applications of thus: intcgrals may be

mide, In the first place we may calculat. the „рр rent

forces b:tweun ths particlss which would h.ve busn found from

the orbits if non-relativistic dynumics h-d been assumed;

that is to say, ths force which, aus classical dynamics, would

give the same ortit, This comes out to bz on spperent at-

traction

LT м.
e LE by W ١ ¢+ >IZ +
ve à. an

3 В a : N 8 1 Ll: UThis reduces to an inversc square forcs whsr Y He me,

and 3 rapidly incrsusing attraction when ¥ is comparable

E bm” :with € /mc . (It should ve mentioned thet the actual

attraction, as defined by a proper relativistic treatment,

is an exact, invorss square law down to all distancesU ‚ the

electron being just à singularity), For two cléctrons

(©,= ver ) account might h:vs to be taken of th:ir

mótion relative to their m.ss-c¿ntrc, but it ís clear

that the corresponding expression will be of the form
7 х L un. +

1 > .e inc”r . / mc r E

o TM + 4)
yv ui Inc” /

 

this being a repulsion, It will be seen that the repulsion

bef 9.
is of inverse square form up to and comparable with € [mc ‚

thereof following an exponential increase, It may be re-

pexted that no specisl ussumptions h:ve been made in de-

rivins these formulae: the electron is ui pure sinsularity,

but i$ is found to behave under rel tivistic dynamics, pre-

cisely like a very impenetrable sphere of radius of the

(1) In the present theory the equation of motion should be

exact; no requirement exists for a term representing

the "classical rate of radiation",

 



+} %
order of € [me inits interaction witha single other elec-

tron,

Another application of (2) and (3) is the determinatior
: | ete lereld ieof circular orbits, Putting V а [Фе ) #1 {Ав / а \ , and

eliminating d&/dz, ws find for the equation giving the

apsidal distances, \ 1
L = % nt /xi, WwW ) بكاجدلدج (>)2" Lit 7 :

\ me / X 1

1 y + 7 — 1where я a | | ie

Жак ; o aa
+ A

Fic y hc

nd the angular wonentun A his been quantised by writing

À = ph 12 7 ; ÿS in the elementary orbital theory

of Bohr-Sommerfeld, Circular orbits occur when this equa-

tion (5) has two equal roots, i.e. when
й +
5 À A AL
€ [1+M | + € „ik — (6)ы : x ihe? / a a + ’

Equations (5) and (6) constitute . p:ir of equations for

e

X =*-0, the effective size of the circul-r orbit, and

the correspondinz value of the constant Y, Tliminatine М,

we get that X. is.a root of
4

: $ + E
E" ERE +)

The remarkable point zbout this equation is that

it nas just two roots, Since it is smell, nne of these

is in the neighbourhood of Xx О, the other in the

neighbourhood of {39 . The first root is

 

i х ä Y =E + = ht4
ne m at 7 NTmet )

und Lives the radii of the circul:r Bohr orbits for

hydrogen, The other root is
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This should give the radius of the circular orbits correspond-

ing to the different excited states of the neutron, Since it

is small, for all values of И these rudii «re all closely
1|

bunched round ve я » SO that <11 possible excited circu-

lar states of the neutron have about the same radius, There

are no neutron orbits other than circular ones.

Further consideration shows that whilst the Bohr

orbits are stable, the neutron orbits are unstulLle, Again,

whilst for the Bohr circular orbits the energy E at any point,

is approximately equal to the constant of integration W, the

values of snergy E and constant of intesration '7 for the sug-

gested neutron are essentially different; we find in fact

approximately

; h ei tT и

+ مياإل -1) EA we ba
ايلهنجدعاأ 7 ‹ 4

Here E is the actual energy in the neutron state, and is

negative; 7 is the positive energy which the electron from

the unstable neutron state (when "ionised" by its own in-

stability) would have at infinity. Ve see that a negative

energy in the actual unstable stute (i.e. an energy of

binding) is compatible with a positive energy for the ex-

pelled electron,

The totality of orbi ts of all rindo may be classi-

fied according to the values of n and Y, For a certain nega-

tive range of V extending from zero, we get the Bohr orbits,

Lu odFer” OZ, Le nl
mer 4

we get orbits which try to penetrate us far as the neutron's

circular crbit, spendinz a long time near this but eventually

returning, The critical one spirals into the circular orbit
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asymptotically: For still higher values of 7 the electron

penetrates this region of an apparent "potential barrier" and

then falls into the nucleus. (7or large ner.tive values of Y

the electron is inextricably wix-d np with the nucleus, )

I do not press the details of these calculations, The

inportant point is that in this field, all our ordinary dvnami-

cal intuitions and phraseolc:y are of no use; once energy and

angular momsntum are not conserved, it is misieading to speak

of them as if they were definite = c
r

p
e

A F
b

D Ss; instead, we must

ewplioy the actual constants or integration. It will be seen tha

this dyn.mics offers hope of removing the.".conservation of en-

ergy" difficulties associated with ñ particles, for in the
217 A

. TT a. y :nuclear region where К < e /mc ‚ energy is not even approxi-
Li /ض

e

مل
mately conserved ‚ It is worthy of note that the existence

of what may be c.Lied a "potential tarrier" is not postulated,

It emerges of itself from the relativistic dynamics without

Special assumptions,

The above Lay be criticised as iznoring wave-mechanics,

the uncertainty principle, slectron-spin, etc. But it is clear

that thereshould exist some elsment.ry treatment on the same

footing us Bohr's original orbit-theory, Tnable to present

Wwave-Mschanics, electron-spin etc, rationally to myself, T have

1:d to <tteLpt to underst.ná u:ttcrs in ну own wuy; the result

is « purtisi, but. to me sutisfying, reconstruction of certain

ee

 

يل

وبنرب

ا

(1) (The trajectriscs of elsctrons leaving a nucleus + €
can be analysed as the foregoin; entering onss).,

 



u= -

portions of physics on a rational busis; + reconstruction

to which each equ:tion is a proposition with « content,

NOTE, Its ad ems to me inescapable that the time-scale for

 

radiation is different from the time scale of dynamics (by
1 ; ÿ - и Gt.Ll part in 2 x 10’ per year at present), If this is so, a

satisfying treatment of radiation as arising from mechani-

tal interactions must distifeuish between the t- ahd r= scales






